
 

 

The Band 

 

(Left to Right: Dino, Jeff, Stan, Nick, Sam) 

Technical Specifications  

The Quik are a five piece band that require a minimum of approximately 20ft backline space to setup and 

perform in, anything less than this would need to be discussed but has been known!  

We have up to 5 backing vocalists a 4 piece drum kit and real (compact) Hammond Organ in the backline.  

Should the venue not have a PA We can provide a 5k portable full-range Bose/Peavy PA rig (inc. monitors) 

with Peavy desk and 50ft multi-core for smaller venues, along with 2 banks of 4 Par can lights on stands 

together with 2×4 sequential floor mounted lights and various 60′s oil wheels and peripheries.  
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Technical Rider  

Name/Description  Position  Instrument  Details  

Sam - Guitar & Vocal  Stage Right  

Fender Deville 2x12  Single cab microphone  

Backing Vocals  Microphone and angled stand  

Stan – Lead Vocal  Centre Front  Vocal  

Microphone cable only (Shure  

B57 and stand supplied)  

Mono In-ear monitor system 

provided for larger venues with 

main vocal plus some Organ, 

Guitar and Bass in mix.  

Dino - Drums & Vocal Centre Rear   
4 Piece Sonor kit with 

Hihat, Ride and 2xCrash  

Microphones as appropriate for 

venue size  

Jeff – Bass & Vocal  Stage Left Front  

Trace Elliott Bass Combo  DI Output  

Backing Vocals   Microphone and angled stand  

Nick – Keys & Vocal  

(Note: Usually has no 

backline so is 

dependent on  

monitor for              

Organ and Piano.)  

Stage Left Rear  

Hammond Organ  

Korg Piano (red in colour) 

 

Leslie 145 rotary speaker 

for large venues 

 ¼” Jack, Di Box 

 

 

Leslie requires 2 mics. 

Backing Vocals  

Single XLR from voice processor  

(Shure SM58 and stand 

supplied). Hot output. 

 

In ear monitor system provided 

for larger venues.  

Overall Mix  

Hammond Organ / Piano heavy (equal to guitar level) with up to 4 simultaneous 

backing vocals.  

Guitar, Piano and Organ all have two volume settings (Rhythm and Lead).  

  

  

 

 


